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Academy Focus
Welcome from the Headteacher
It only seems like a very short time ago that I wrote to introduce myself
as the new Headteacher of King Alfred’s School, and already fifteen
weeks have passed and the end of term is upon us! I would like to take
this opportunity again to thank you – and all of your sons and
daughters - for your warm welcome and support over this first term. I
have enjoyed every single day and now feel very much part of this
vibrant school community; it is a great pleasure and privilege to lead
the King Alfred’s community, and already I feel extremely proud of the
students in our school.
A fantastic Christmas Concert by music
students from Yr 7-13 showing of their
And what a term it has been! It is fair to say that I have never worked
with such a dedicated, hardworking group of staff and, as well as
performance skills. Thank you to everyone
improving the quality of teaching and learning significantly across the
who came along to support.
academy, our colleagues have found additional time to offer a very
wide range of extra-curricular activities, trips and visits in recent weeks. Please
do take the time to read about the success of these ventures in Academy Focus,
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Particular highlights of the term included the Winter Dance Show and the
Christmas Concert, with record numbers of students from all years taking part.
The range of styles at both events was quite stunning, with our dancers
performing everything from street to ballet, and our musicians playing in a wide
range of styles from classical to rock. The quality of performances at both events
was quite superb, and I would like to congratulate all students for their hard
work in preparation and in performance.
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In addition, the Duke of Edinburgh Awards Evening was a huge success, with
students receiving their Bronze and Silver awards from the guest of honour,
John May. It is extremely gratifying that we now have 320 students across the
academy on all levels of this prestigious programme, which is currently as
popular as ever.
In addition to all of these opportunities, students enjoyed a hugely successful
Theme Day, which involved an exploration through the arts of city life in other
cultures, workshops on staying safe in our community, writing, producing and
broadcasting a live radio show and additional GCSE revision workshops for our
Y11 students. Read on for more information of these activities!
(Continued on page 2)
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And our local community have been very busy at King Alfred’s as well. This term we hosted the first major event for
pupils in our local primary schools, which took the form of an evening of Stargazing into the winter night sky. The science
team were on hand to run some creative workshops on astronomy, after which the catering team provided a baked
potato supper to round off a hugely successful event. We were delighted that over 150 visitors attended from our local
community to join us for the evening. Other termly events will be held throughout the year, with an evening of PE
activities in our new sports hall on West Site in January coming up next on Friday 18 th January.
After such a busy term, it only remains for me to wish our students, our supportive parents and our staff a very happy
and peaceful Christmas. I sincerely hope that you are all able to enjoy some restful time with family and friends over the
festive period. School opens again on Tuesday 8th January 2019, when we will look forward to welcoming our students
back for the spring term. In the meantime, many thanks again for your support of King Alfred’s Academy in 2018.
Merry Christmas!
Rick Holroyd
Headteacher

Dog Therapy
Following the success of our
therapy dogs on West Site, we
have decided to introduce Poppy
to Centre site. She is a Maltese
and is extremely friendly, she
doesn't moult and is hypo
allergenic.

If you would prefer your child not
to come into contact with Poppy,
please can you let your child’s
student manager know. The

benefits of having dogs in school
is widely recognised, and often
makes the news.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
av/uk-england-london46229906/the-dog-who-givesschool-another-layer-ofhappiness

Christmas Celebration
We were delighted that, once again, King
Alfred’s students were invited to join Wantage
Church Choir for the annual community
Christmas Celebration at Wantage Parish
Church last Wednesday. Choir Conductor Jon
Cox visited the school to help rehearse the
choir for their performance. It was a delightful evening
with some wonderful singing, getting everyone in the
mood for the Yuletide festivities.
Well done to all the singers who participated in this special
community event
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ANTI-BULLYING NEWS
In July’s antibullying survey, students told us that they prefer to speak to a peer about a friendship fallout, or bullying, in the
first instance; giving them the opportunity to deal with any problems before teachers or other adults get involved. We are
keen to support this peer support network and so Term 1 saw the exciting launch of the Anti-Bullying Ambassador Scheme.
All students received an assembly about our anti-bullying strategy and guidelines and learnt about our partnership with
Oxfordshire County Council’s Anti-bullying Co-ordinator: Jo Brown.
During their assemblies, students were encouraged to express interest in becoming an Anti-Bullying Ambassador — we
asked our students to put themselves forward for the position of Antibullying Ambassador and, initially, we aimed to have
3—4 for each year group (Year 7—13) - the response received was outstanding and in excess of 40 applications from
students across all Key Stages were submitted. Students were selected based on their letters of application.
Our Anti-Bullying Ambassadors will;

be formally recognised in the school to allow their peers to get to know who they are – anti-bullying pin badges will
be issued

proactively engage in promoting the school’s ethos on anti-bullying

liaise with Miss Avis and work closely with Student Managers and Heads of Site

work within the school community, at parents’ evenings and community events to promote the anti-bullying
message
What is vital in ensuring the success of Anti-Bullying Ambassadors is that they are trained appropriately so that they can
support and actively promote a positive anti-bullying ethos across the school. Students were invited to an Ambassador
training day on Wednesday 31st October. During the training our Ambassadors learned the necessary skills to mediate,
support and liaise with staff in the event that a fallout amongst friends or bullying incident is reported to them.
I was privileged to attend Oxfordshire County Council’s LGBTQ+ Secondary School Youth Conference accompanied by 4 of
our Anti-Bullying Ambassadors in November. During the day there were adult and student workshops on how to work
together to tackle LGBTQ+ bullying and how to best support our LGBTQ+ community in school.
In December I met with the Anti-Bullying Ambassadors to judge the Anti-Bullying Week poster competition—the results will
be announced in the next issue of Academy News.

APP ADVICE AND TOP TIPS
This term’s app advice is about ‘Bigo’. This app is rated ‘PG’ on app stores, but the content and capabilities means that it
should be restricted to an older user. ‘Bigo’ is a messaging app which is very similar to ‘Tango’ (last month’s app). Users can
make video calls, text chat, share pictures and videos, play games and send music to “friends”, additionally users can send
and watch live-streams worldwide. ’Bigo’ is public by default, shares the user’s location and sends notifications constantly.
Users are able to search hashtags and countries and can connect with anyone in the world. The app encourages its users to
contact strangers by providing them with a “strangers’ messages” inbox. The app has a competitive edge as it ranks its
users on how much time they spend live-streaming and how often they interact with others, rewards are given to the top 3
users daily, weekly and monthly. ‘Bigo’ has been brought to my attention by local internet safeguarding mentors that
children as young as 8 are using it and being contacted by people worldwide. Please do have conversations with your
children about the dangers of using these apps and talking to strangers both online and in person. It is important that
should you have any safeguarding concerns you report them to the appropriate authorities without delay.
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CARTS News
Student performs in Royal Albert Hall
Ollie Bayley, 8W3 recently had the opportunity to perform at the Royal
Albert Hall as part of the Youth Proms. Over 1000 students from around
the country performed in this iconic building. Ollie summed up his
experience in in one word as being “Amazing”!
Ollie sings with the Oxfordshire County Youth Choir, who will be
performing again twice in Oxford around Christmas time. Ollie also plays
the cello and recently passed his Grade 4—and is looking forward to
auditioning for the school production when he is in Year 9!

Many congratulations Ollie!

“It’s been a hive of activity in the art studio with Year 9 acrylic painting and using inks, Year
10 taking portrait photos, Year 11 working on experiments and Sixth Formers working hard
on their solo projects.”

Theatre Studies Year 12 and 13
Lucy Gill: Having a separate space for the drama department means that
we can have a focused and dedicated space for out subject. This is really
special to us as drama students.
Lizzie Owen-Smith: The new space has allowed us much more valuable
rehearsal time. It has also given use the opportunity to create work in a
more focused manner and more appropriate to our subject.
Matthew Nibet: This is an area of creativity for students to explore their
practical work in a dedicated space and express themselves freely.
Year 11 drama students
performing their devised
exam pieces.

In Year 11 Art ,Caitlin Johnson did
a fantastic job of demonstrating
how to do etching to her fellow students. Great leadership especially as
this is something she only learnt
how to do recently!
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Yule Logs
KS3 have been creating a
Yule log working on the
presentation and decoration skills. Great work by
Jack Nelson and Aoife Gibbons.

Great to see previous King Alfred’s student Will Simmons
talking to the Year 12 students about his Film Production
Course at Farnham

James Hindson from
Year 10 competed
with Wantage Band at
the Scottish Open
Brass Band contest in
November. The band
came third out of 19
top bands - Wantage
Band is now 31st in
the Brass Band World
Rankings.
Sixth form Media students held a film screening of their
films for friends and family

The principles for our show ‘In The Heights’ have been
working hard in rehearsals

Wantage Academy Band
competed at the Oxford
and District Brass Band
Association competition
in Woodstock in October, and the band came
first in its section. There
are a number of KAs students within Wantage
Academy Band - very
well done to them all.
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CARTS continued
Kyra Marshall (Y8) had a visit from John Martin and Linda Soames of Childrey Church. They had been so impressed with her painting of the church which she submitted to an exhibition last summer that they commissioned some postcards and presented them to her today.
Kyra was clearly very proud and we thank Childrey
Church for their support.

As part of Year 9 Theme Day students considered life in cities linked to social
issues, aspirations and creativity

Some incredible
acrylic paintings by
Year 9 Art students;
Jessica Kendall, Flo
Johnson, Olivia
Sanders and Elspeth Terry.
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CARTS continued

“Its Christmas
music time on
West Site”

Earlier this year Juliette Ainslie (Year 12) received a
high Merit for her Grade 8 ABRSM piano exam. She
is now working towards the performance section of
her Trinity Music Teaching Diploma
Well done Juliette!

Want a slice of Design and Technology
This term in Design and Technology we have taken up a project of
making a pizza cutter. We started by looking at theory around
ergonomics and anthropometric data (with links to our word off the
week) After working out the average size of a Year 9’s hand we set to
deciding what shape we wanted our handles to have this was done by
drawing up a concept page and the modelling a prototype out of card
to test the comfort. We moved on to practical which started off with a
rectangle of aluminium where we used hack saws to cut it to the basic
shape and files to finish it off by smoothing and rounding the edges.
We then go a choice of Walnut and Oak to make the main part of the
handle. The pizza cutter wheel itself was taken from an IKEA pizza
cutter which we had to drill. This was really hard as they are stainless
steel. We then used a rivet gun to attach it to the aluminium before
using contact adhesive to join the aluminium to the wood. We still
need to varnish our pizza cutters but they look really good and we
have enjoyed this project a lot and learned a lot of new skills. Next
term we are making our own personalised stationary set using the
Laser cutter which will be cool.
Jennifer Badger and Burt Staunton-Lamb (92DE1)

KING ALRED’S ACADEMY
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King Alfred’s “Sweeps
The Board” at Local
Round of Youthspeaks
Teams from King Alfred’s Academy
competed against teams from
Faringdon Community College in the
initial local round of the
‘Youthspeaks’ public speaking
competition on Thursday 29th
November. King Alfred’s teams won
both the Intermediate and Senior
trophies. The event, hosted by
Faringdon Community College this
year and which has been running for
over 38 years, was jointly organised
by the Faringdon and Wantage Rotary
Clubs.
King Alfred’s team of Year 9 students
clinched the Intermediate Trophy.
Catherine Gillott, Joshua Gale and
Mimi Partlett gave a very engaging
talk on the subject of “The Negative
Effects of Stereotypes”.

The Sixth Form team that won the
Senior Trophy, comprising Jane St.
George, Lily Bunting and Charlotte
Bell, impressed the judges with their
witty observations on “Phobias and
the Media”.
Kate Wigley, lead organiser for King
Alfred’s, said “This year we had more
teams than ever entering the
competition. For many of the
students, this was the first time they
had ever tried public speaking, so it
was entirely out of their comfort
zone. I was hugely impressed by how
positively they faced this challenge
and very proud of their performances
on the night.”
“We would like to offer our thanks to
our colleagues at Faringdon
Community College for hosting a
wonderful evening enjoyed by
students, families and staff alike and
to the Rotary Club for organising the
competition.”

Intermediate Team

Senior Team

Children in Need
A huge well-done to our lovely Sixth
Formers who were busy recently raising
funds for this year’s Children in Need.
A grand total of £1,926 was collected – a
very creditable amount. And it looks like
they had lots of fun doing it!
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Literacy
Accelerated Reader & Word Millionaires
We are delighted to announce that as of 11th December, our Year 7 and 8
students have read 112,060,734 words on 2356 books since September. For
a book to ‘count’, students must pass a quiz to show good comprehension,
so these results are especially impressive.
Year 8 are in the lead with 64,456,291 words read on 1287 books, and Year 7
have 47,604,443 words read on 1069 books.
Congratulations to the following Word Millionaires, who have all read
1,000,000 or more words since September. They will receive a
badge at the Christmas celebration assembly.

Booklists on the Parent VLE
If you are still looking for the right
gift or stocking stuffer, please consider giving a book to your child!
We now have our new 2018-2019
booklists on the parent VLE website: go to ‘parent communications’ and then the folder ‘reading
lists’. There is a general Key Stage
3 list and also one for Key Stage 4
with books placed into genres;
and there are many others, including books with animals (in different animal categories), difficult is-
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sues, books to make you cry, visual books for reluctant readers and
even some recommendations for
adults or mature readers from the
English team.

Word Millionaire
Winners
8 - Robertson, Amy 5,240,169
7 - Stay, Amelia 2,870,497
7 - Harper, Bethan 1,873,038
8 - Owen, Jessica 1,851,258
8 - Sansum-Wall, Emma 1,793,543
8 - Footner, Samuel 1,702,875
8 - Brooker Batstone, Daisy 1,677,153
7 - Vereker, Thomas 1,626,276
8 - Coulson-Phillips, Harvey 1,493,205
7 - Fowler, Rosamond 1,360,039
8 - Woodyer, Aaron 1,322,557
7 - Sadler, Lilly 1,269,413
8 - Dinsey, Amelia 1,248,495
7 - Giltnane, William 1,181,546
8 - Prescott, Toby 1,177,937
8 - Sansum-Wall, Fay 1,169,318
8 - England, Brendan 1,165,737
7 - Khlebnikova, Sofia 1,153,866
8 - Lindsay, Hope 1,135,001
7 - Hawkins, Elise 1,095,441
7 - Kalutota, Tanisha 1,050,041
7 - Khan, Tanya 1,032,469
7 - Painter, Ellie 1,002,727
8 - Harvey, Zachary 1,000,907

Alice Visser
Reading Intervention Specialist and
Literacy Coordinator
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PE & Sport News Round-Up
KA students to play Football in Barcelona
Two of our students, Ella Rooke
10R1 and Rachel Webb 7V1, have
been invited to represent Swindon
Town Girls Centre for Football
Excellence in the “Barcelona Girls
Cup” in June 2019.
The girls will play elite opposition
from around Europe and is a
wonderful opportunity and

experience for the students which
will allow the gifted and talented
players and amazing opportunity to
develop themselves both socially
and culturally during the trip as well
as enjoying the football
opportunities.
Well done girls!

Roman Marsden - Nicholas (8W2) wins karting championship
Every year Oxford Karting based at the Oxford Stadium hold the Junior Karting
Championship. This an open competition for entrants between 10 and 16 years old to
compete over 10 rounds from February through to November on the first Sunday of
each month. In order to enter, competitors must be able to set laps times to a
minimum standard over 21 laps and perform a safety and proficiency test. Points are
awarded to the first 5 places for each race and the overall championship is decided by
the driver with the most amount of points at the end of the season.
2017 was a closely fought battle for the overall championship between Sebastian
Marsden-Nicholas (formerly 9W2) and his brother Roman Marsden-Nicholas (7W2).
At the end of a long fought out season, Sebastian won the championship ahead of
Roman who came in second place.
However, 2018 saw the roles reversed. Romans season got off to a flying start and
continued to improve his race skills and overall lap times throughout the year. The
Marsden-Nicholas brothers were in dominant form with strong competition coming
from the rest of the grid.
The final places for the year were decided on the last race of the season. Round 10 of
the championship saw wet conditions which proved a further challenge for all the
drivers.
The result from qualifying was that the Marsden-Nicholas brothers secured a front
row lockout a full second ahead of the chasing pack. The difficult conditions made
predicting the outcome impossible and close racing was maintained to the end.
Roman took the race win from pole position and also secured the fastest lap of the
race 0:32:024 a further improvement from his qualifying time.
Sebastian was able to maintain his 2nd place despite a mechanical problem 2 laps
from the end.
Winning 6 out of the 10 rounds and having not finished outside the top three, Roman
was crowned the champion for 2018.
The start of the new season is less than six weeks away and Roman is already looking
forward to the challenge of defending his title.
Gareth Nichols (Parent)
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PE Kit – Expectations
As the weather takes a turn for the worst we would like to take this opportunity to remind
parents/carers of our PE kit expectations, particularly when students are taking part in an
outdoor activity.
 Navy blue Polo Shirt with KA logo and House name.
 Navy blue (matching) panelled shorts with King Alfred's Logo and House name
 Trainers
 Football boots suitable for Rugby, Football and other outdoor activities (essential in poor
weather)
 Plain navy blue (or black) sports socks.
 Navy Blue outer garment, unisex fleece or unisex rugby top with KA logo and House
name (essential in the cold)
 Plain blue or black tracksuit bottoms or sport leggings (essential in poor weather)
 Mid-layer with King Alfred's logo
 Base layer with King Alfred's logo
Since the introduction of our PE kit we have been praised on a number of occasions about
how smart and well presented the students look so thank you for your support in ensuring
students are fully prepared and warm to fully participate within their lessons.
PE Department

“We are all so thrilled and pleased with ourselves”

KA Equestrian Team

KAA Equestrian Team
The KAA Equestrian team had a great
day recently at West Wilts - Team 1st
for King Alfred’s in the 80cm out of
18 teams - 85 competitors
altogether! We are all so thrilled and
pleased with ourselves - it’s a great
first for KAA.
And it didn’t start well! On the way
to the competition Ella and Mollie
and the horses were stuck on M4 for
2.5 hours following a blowout. Luckily the
organisers allowed them to go last instead of
first!
Mollie was 5th in individuals, Sam was a
great support to all.

the
result all
have demonstrated
commitment and desire to perform at a top
level.
We haven’t qualified ......... yet!!!!
The team

Great team spirit was in abundance and this
is an amazing achievement by all, no matter

KING ALRED’S ACADEMY
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PE & Sport News Round-up continued

Cross Country
KS3 success at Buscot Park - we
were the overall winners in all
age categories!

Netball
The U14 girls had a great
fixture against SHSK winning
16-9

Tennis
U13 Tennis at Florence Park, Oxford
Football
Amazing game of U16 football played in high spirits
against Europa School

Rugby
U15 Rugby Boys – local friendly
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Basketball
Won 70 -28 against Oxford
Spires for the U14 Boys.

Football
U12 Girls
Indoor 5-aside Football

Varsity Rugby
Trip at
Twickeham

Dance
The Winter Dance Showcase was a huge success
KING ALRED’S ACADEMY
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Sports Round-up continued

Eden Oakley – 7W1
Huge congratulations to who has achieved Grade
3 Tap, Grade 4 Ballet and Taekwondo Blue belt
all in the same week! Well done Eden.

Connor Morgan – 7V1
Connor recently took park in the SEAA inter counties
cross country championships where he represented
Oxfordshire for his first time in the under 13 boys
3km run. He achieved a time of 12mins 24 seconds
on a very windy and muddy course in Horspath. Being one of the youngest runners of the event with
most being at least a year or older he achieved a respectable 96th out of 116 runners and only 1min 27
seconds behind the winner.

KS3 Sports Hall Athletics

House Sports Scores
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KATS News
Poppy Sexton 9V3 Swimming
Here is a picture of Poppy Sexton who won the
coaches award at her swimming club for dedication, determination and improvement. She
achieved county times in her 200 free and 400 free
and her first attempt at 800 free was only just outside.

Heather Day 9V3– Swimming
Congratulations to Heather who has been appointed
GIRLS CLUB CAPTAIN for Didcot Barramundi Swimming
Club for the 18/19 Season. Heather has blossomed in
the short time she's been Club Captain and it has focused
her mind on her own swimming and that of the younger
swimmers she trains with.

Adam Burden 9V4– Badminton
Adam recently won the U16 Oxfordshire boys singles,
doubles and mixed doubles. He also won the U18
doubles and came 3rd in U18 singles and mixed.

Samuel Hawthorne 9W4
Recently Sam took part in his first European race ahead of the
full European championship in 2019. This was at Vendrell and known as
the Copa de Campeones just south of Barcelona. Over the four days
despite it being a new track , Samuel (in most sessions) set the fastest
laps. He qualified P2 but sadly three laps into the final was involved in a
crash which meant he could not continue and had to retire. A frustrating
end but his speed was the talk of the paddock over the weekend . Well
done Samuel and good luck for 2019!
KING ALRED’S ACADEMY
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Academic Enrichment
The Oxford International Biomedical Centre Schools’
Symposium 2018
The academic year started with a
major event for sixth-form academic
enrichment when the Oxford
International Biomedical Centre
came to King Alfred’s Academy for a
day of lectures on the theme of
“Hidden from View: Science at the
Cellular Level”. Scientists from the
University of Oxford (Psychiatry and
Zoology Departments as well as the
Ludwig Centre for Cancer Research)
and Ipsen Bioinnovation Ltd. came
to King Alfred’s to speak on subjects
as varied as deadly toxins used as
medicine, the working of antidepressant drugs, the ability of the
immune system to fight cancer and
the latest research into our inner
“microbiome”.
King Alfred’s Biology and Psychology
A Level students from both Years 12

and 13 were joined by sixth-form
students from St Bartholomew’s,
Wallingford and Larkmead Schools.
Also attending were trustees of the
OIBC, who were very complimentary
about the school and its students.
One of the lecturers mentioned how
impressed she had been with the
calibre of the students’ questions,
whilst another commented: “[They]
made such a good audience, so
engaged and attentive.”
Kasia Lewis, organiser of the event
for the OIBC, thanked the students
and lecturers very warmly, and later
commented that it would be a
pleasure to visit King Alfred’s
Academy for another Schools’
Symposium in the future.
Pam Stokell

The Sir Christopher Ricks Lecture 2018 –
Outside of a Dog
This year, the Sir Christopher Ricks Lecture was given by John Mitchinson
FRSA, Co-Creator of and Research Director for the Comedy Panel Show QI and
Co-Creator of the radical crowd-funding publisher Unbound.
The lecture sold out and, on 15th October, John Mitchinson spoke to a packed
audience at The Beacon – an audience composed of King Alfred’s students
from Year 7 to Year 13, a sprinkling of Year 6 students from our feeder
primaries, students from other secondary schools, parents and other family
members, and members of the Community.
John’s intriguing title was Outside of a Dog: How Reading expands the
Universe. The title originated in a quotation usually attributed to Groucho
Marx: “Outside of a dog, a book is a man’s best friend; inside of a dog, it’s too
dark to read.” The humour of his chosen quote set the tone for the evening
as John proceeded to argue the four main reasons why reading is a pastime
of unlike any other, which he punctuated with excerpts from books that had
made a deep impression on him throughout his life. He also peppered his talk
with quotes and anecdotes that helped to further illustrate his arguments.
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(Continued from page 16)

The four main premises of his talk
were:
 Reading gains you friends
 Reading allows us to be present
in other people’s lives
 Reading opens the door to
places that can never exist
 Reading lets us into other
people’s minds
At the end of his talk, three of our
Year 13 students – Matthew
Chambers, Lucy Evans and Benedict
Hutchinson – joined John on stage to
interview him regarding some of his
life choices, and to quiz him a little
further regarding his love of books.
In answer to one of the students’
questions, John revealed that he had
never set out with a plan to develop
a world-class publishing; rather, he

had followed his nose and chosen to
pursue what he loved best – words
and books.

Inside Story
Headline

To round up the evening, John was
asked what advice he might give to
students of their age. John’s advice
was very simple and straightforward,
and nothing to do with the topic of
this talk: “If you find yourself
struggling, talk to someone”.
For a copy of the presentation, which
lists the books that John spoke of
during the evening, please refer to
the documents section of the
Parents’ VLE.

Code Breaking at Bletchley Park – Sixth-form Trip
In October 2018, in brilliant sunshine, a coach-load of Year 12 and Year 13
students visited Bletchley Park, now a world-famous Heritage Centre but
once the home of the WWII Codebreakers. Bletchley Park began operations
as a code-breaking centre in 1938, under cover of a “shooting party”.
Bletchley Park was almost demolished, along with its rich heritage of history,
in the late 1980s to make room for a housing development. However, in 1992
it was declared a conservation site and was saved, going to become a
museum that pays tribute to the phenomenal work that was carried out there
during World War II.
Our students were given a guided tour of the various buildings, including the
offices and rooms where Alan Turing and his code-breaking team had worked
during the war.
The students also enjoyed a workshop on encryption and code-breaking,
which included the workings of an antique Enigma machine. They rotated
around several code-breaking tasks that employed actual codes and cyphers
with the aim of collectively solving a hidden message.
After lunch, the students had some free time to explore some of the exhibits
and galleries on their own in order to better take in the atmosphere of the
locality. Many of the students were already familiar with the surroundings
due to the film “The Imitation Game” which was largely based in Bletchley
Park and covered the story of Alan Turing’s achievements in code-breaking;
this definitely added interest to the visit.
Pam Stokell
KING ALRED’S ACADEMY
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Academic Enrichment continued

Year 9 at the STEM Christmas Lectures
For the past few years, during the
month of December, the
University of Oxford has
marshalled its resources to
provide an excellent four-day
series of Christmas Lectures,
presented within the wonderful
and inspiring University Museum
of Natural History.
This year we were able to take a
small number of Year 9 students
to two out of the four days, and
they were able to enjoy
stimulating talks on biocatalysts
and enzymes; the training of fish;
mutation and heredity; and the
different types of magnets.
“I was really interested in the
idea that you can get 80,000 cells
onto a pinhead, and that each
cell has 2m of DNA inside them,”
said one of the students
afterwards, and another
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commented that “it’s fascinating
that you can train something as
simple as a fish to do tasks so you
can work out the way they see
the world!”.
In between lectures, the students
had a number of tasks to
complete within the museum
galleries, including meeting some
of the museum researchers and
experiencing the handling of
some of their live exhibits, such
as a Chilean Pink Tarantula, leaf
insects and Madagascar
cockroaches.
It was a fantastic morning, and
discussion afterwards showed
how much the students had been
inspired by the experience.
Pam Stokell
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Maths
King Alfred’s Maths Day
“Which is larger, infinity or infinityplus-one?” *



On Friday 2nd November, King
Alfred’s Maths Department hosted
our annual ‘KA Maths Day’ on West
Site, where Year 7 Maths lessons
are taken over for the day by
specialist teachers from the
University of Oxford. The day is
often a well-remembered highlight
for Year 7 students, and a few Year
8 students were even asking if they
could be involved in the day again!



This year’s theme was ‘Infinity’,
which students learned about and
explored in a variety of exciting and
engaging sessions led by our
visitors. Each tutor group in Year 7
had the opportunity to attend two
sessions, some of which explored
infinity through:





unending reflections and black
holes in space,
story-telling with the concept
of infinity, such as the story of
Zeno’s paradox,
the infinite variety of
snowflakes,
possible sandwich
combinations, when one has
access to infinite ingredients!

Our students found the day an
enjoyable and informative one, and
equally our visitors were keen to
note how engaged, well-behaved
and courteous our students were
across the entire day.
Matt Taylor
* The answer, of course, is that the
question is badly posed! Infinity isn’t
really a number, so infinity-plus-one is
mathematically nsensical; the
comparison can’t be made.

fractals and Sierpinski
pyramids,
physical infinities such as

‘Closing the Gap:
The Quest to Understand Prime Numbers’ Lecture
On Thursday 6th December, a small group of Year 11, 12 & 13 Mathematicians
headed to the Museum of the History of Science in Oxford to attend an evening
lecture by Dr Vicky Neale, Whitehead Lecturer at the University of Oxford’s
Mathematical Institute, accompanied by Pam Stokell and several teachers from King
Alfred’s Maths Department.
Vicky’s lecture explored the Twin Prime conjecture, an easily-stated but currently
unsolved problem in Mathematics, encompassing the problem’s long-standing
history through to recent progress in attempts to solve it in 2013. As ever, our
students were a delight to take to the lecture and both students and staff agreed
that it was a particularly engaging and accessible talk – very much a worthwhile
venture!
Matt Taylor
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MFL
A French Bake-off!
On 15th November the MFL
Department organized. for the second
time its Year 8 French Bake-off and
once again it was a very successful
House event with 28 fantastic and
delicious entries. Students had to
find some French cake recipes using
some French websites like
www.marmiton.fr , translate the
recipes in French and then have fun
cooking them. We were astonished by
the wide range of cakes whether in
shape, colours or tastes. Students
and teachers including our head
teacher Mr Holroyd joined in to judge

“We had 28 delicious and fantastic entries”

and decide on the best cakes
according to three categories : best
taste - most impressive look and most
original cake with its French touch.
Well done to all the students who
took part but also to those who
helped managed the crowd : bravo!!
Our current Year 7 students now
know that they will be able to take
part in this fantastic cooking event
next year and we are looking forward
to yet more great cakes.
The MFL Department

French Bake-off Judge

Working smarter and not just harder!
We’ve had various events on this term to support students with their revision and independent studies.
 An ‘Exam Busters’ session led by ‘Positively MAD’ in October to support Year 11
with effective revision strategies. GCSEPod has more information that students can use on top revision techniques. https://www.gcsepod.com/
 Year 10 spent Theme Day in sessions designed to improve their memory and revision skills. Strategies covered included transformation (flashcards, mindmaps), memory tricks (creating a ‘memory palace’, chunking)
and use of IT including GCSEPod and Quizlet.
 The Revision Café on Wednesday afternoons has been really well attended by focused students revising in 25
minute ‘blocks’ in a range of subjects with support from subject specialists and revision guides available.
With Year 10 and 13 mocks coming up in January, please encourage your child to be organised with their time at
home. Following their mock exams, Year 11 are now able to much more targeted about which topics they need
to revise in each subject. A clear and realistic revision timetable will be highly beneficial.
If you or child needs further support with revision strategies, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me, their
tutor or subject teacher.
Ali Quick
Head of Modern Foreign Languages
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History
King Alfred’s War Dead—Katie McDonagh
Recently King Alfred’s commemorated 100 years since World War 1 with two
minutes’ silence across both sites. However, many students were unaware of
the school’s own students who fought and lost their lives between 1914 and
1918. Such as Captain Raymond George Attride, who died on the 14th August
1916, aged 26. Attride fought and died during the battle of Pozieres Ridge, a
battle within the Battle of the Somme. Raymond Attride is one of 72,000
British and Commonwealth war dead commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial, as he has no known grave. Another soldier from King Alfred’s was Lieutenant Frank Pargeter Cobden, who was the youngest son of Mr. H. T. Cobden, of Faringdon, Berks. He was educated here at King Alfred's School, where
he held a scholarship before being gazetted to a battalion of the Royal Berkshire Regt in November 1914. In the March 1917, whilst playing in a football
match behind the lines, he was kicked on the knee. The injury proved serious,
and Lieut. Cobden spent a long time in hospital in England before returning to
front in June. Other students who also fought include Private Edward Charles
Brooke-Smith who died of wounds in Devon, Private James Proctor who died
of sickness on the 5th November 1918 in England and is buried in Ardington.
In addition, Private Hector Ernest Cooper from Faringdon was killed in action
at Gallipoli on the 21st August 1915.
In order to remember those described above and various others, the Old Alfredians donated a Lych Gate as King
Alfred’s War Memorial in 1922. Lych Gates were known as meeting places and shelters for the party bringing a
corpse for burial, and for the priest to receive the corpse. Although some had been built earlier, the 1549 Prayer
Book required the priest to meet the corpse at the churchyard entrance. This encouraged the provision of lychgates to shelter the corpse and the funeral party for that purpose. Although Lych Gates started decrease in popularity, many new ones were erected in Victorian times, sometimes as memorials to prominent local people or as
war memorials. The inscription on the King Alfred’s Lych Gate plaque reads: ‘1914 1918/TO THE MEMORY OF
OLD ALFREDIANS WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR THEIR COUNTRY IN THE GREAT WAR’.

Humanities Project
A small group of year 7 and 8 students have spent the last 2 terms researching
the soldiers from Wantage, who fought in World War 1. They first began looking into the names of soldiers and finding out where they are buried and how
old they were using the Commonwealth War Graves Commission website.
Using this information, they then started to map where are buried, from
Wantage to Turkey. To further their research, we visited the Vale and Downland museum, where the students got to see real life artefacts from WW1 and
speak to an expert who had some information on the people we had been
researching. The students have really enjoyed the research they have undertaken and have produced some fantastic work.
Hannah Johnson
Head of KS3 Humanities
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What’s On
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King Alfred’s Academy

DoE Update
Congratulations to all our fantastic success stories of last year and I
hope everyone enjoyed the Celebration Evening. D of E students contributed a
whopping 4596 hours of voluntary service to the local community!!! Thank you to
all the students who stood up and gave their accounts of their journey through the D
of E award so far. The evening was rounded off by a fabulous and inspiring speech by
John May - Secretary General of The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award
Foundation.
This is now a slightly less hectic time of year as the students are all immersed in their
regular weekly commitments to volunteering, physical activity and developing a skill.
On that note all students should have submitted ALL 3 of their activities on their
eDofE account.
Current summary:
Yr 9 (Bronze) = 48/115 have submitted all activities but 25 still have none entered
Yr 10 (Silver) = 22/56 have submitted all activities but 21 still have none entered
Yr 11 (Silver) = All submitted with 7/71 missing one activity still + 10 finished all 3
Yr 12 = (Gold) = 21/45 have submitted all activities but 14 still have none entered
Yr 13 = (Gold) = All submitted with 3/30 missing one activity still + 1 finished 3
Please check with your child where they are up to.

A Silver group telling us about
their expedition

I have been talking with lots of students about activities and ideas plus visiting all
tutor groups and doing lots of assembly visits to help them. There are so many
exciting things happening.
The elective programme has continued to help students achieve their D of E –
volunteering at St Katherine’s House has been a huge success alongside the British
Sign language elective. Watch out for options next term if you need some more
inspiration. Don’t forget to talk to the person you would like to have as your
assessor.
If you have any further questions you can access lots more detail on www.dofe.org
website or email me: jspiers@kaacademy.org. If you have any payment queries –
please check on ParentPay or contact Jane Smith on janesmith@kaacademy.org

Two bronze groups getting
their awards from John May

Mrs Spiers
Duke of Edinburgh Manager

